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Abstract
Peer-Led Team Learning (PLTL) is a learning methodology where a peer-leader co-ordinate a small-group of students
to collaboratively solve technical problems. PLTL have been adopted for various science, engineering, technology and
maths courses in several US universities. This paper proposed and evaluated a speech system for behavioral analysis of
PLTL groups. It could help in identifying the best practices for PLTL. The CRSS-PLTL corpus was used for evaluation
of developed algorithms. In this paper, we developed a robust speech activity detection (SAD) by fusing the outputs
of a DNN-based pitch extractor and an unsupervised SAD based on voicing measures. Robust speaker diarization
system consisted of bottleneck features (from stacked autoencoder) and informed HMM-based joint segmentation and
clustering system. Behavioral characteristics such as participation, dominance, emphasis, curiosity and engagement
were extracted by acoustic analyses of speech segments belonging to all students. We proposed a novel method for
detecting question inflection and performed equal error rate analysis on PLTL corpus. In addition, a robust approach
for detecting emphasized speech regions was also proposed. Further, we performed exploratory data analysis for
understanding the distortion present in CRSS-PLTL corpus as it was collected in naturalistic scenario. The ground-
truth Likert scale ratings were used for capturing the team dynamics in terms of student’s responses to a variety of
evaluation questions. Results suggested the applicability of proposed system for behavioral analysis of small-group
conversations such as PLTL, work-place meetings etc..
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1. Introduction
Peer-Led Team Learning (PLTL) is a structured
methodology where a team leader facilitate collaborative
problem solving among small-group of students. PLTL
have shown positive outcomes towards learning Snyder
et al. [70]. The traditional teaching model lacks one-
to-one interaction and peer-feedback unlike PLTL. Peer
leaders are expected to give helpful hints and comments
during students’ discussion. Peer leaders are not supposed
to reveal solutions, in contrast to the traditional teaching
model Cracolice and Deming [17].
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We established the CRSS-PLTL corpus in Dubey et al.
[20] for audio-based analysis of PLTL sessions. Earlier,
we developed a robust diarization system that combined
bottleneck features (from a stacked autoencoder) with an
informed HMM-based joint segmentation and clustering
approach Dubey et al. [21]. The minimum-duration of
short conversational-turns and number of students were
incorporated as side information to the HMM-based di-
arization system. The output probability density func-
tion of each HMM state was modeled using a Gaussian
Mixture Model (GMM). Each HMM state was allowed
to have several sub-states for ensuring the minimum-
duration constraint of conversational-turns. A modified
form of Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) was used
for iterative merging and re-segmentation. We continued
the merging of HMM states till the number of states was
same as that of the speakers.
Authors established the domain of behavioral signal
processing in Narayanan and Georgiou [58]. It refers
to the use of computational methods and signal process-
ing tools for extracting the behavioral patterns in human-
human and human-machine communication. The present
paper is a step towards extracting behavioral character-
istics of students attending a PLTL session using acous-
tic analysis of their speech signal. Behavioral speech
processing block performed acoustic analyses for extract-
ing features that encapsulate behavioral aspects of con-
versations (See Figure 1). Particularly, the proposed ex-
tracted five features namely (1) participation; (2) dom-
inance; (3) emphasis; (4) curiosity and (5) engagement
from the speech signal. These features could be used for
quantifying the behavioral characteristics in peer-led team
learning sessions.
This paper made the following contributions in area of
speech technology for behavioral analysis of PLTL ses-
sions:
• Improved speech activity detection using DNN-
based pitch and TO-comboSAD Ziaei et al. [88];
• Informed-HMM diarization system using bottleneck
features obtained from stacked autoencoder;
• Extracting behavioral characteristics such as partici-
pation, dominance, emphasis, curiosity and engage-
ment features from speech signal;
The developed methods were evaluated over disjoint eval-
uation datasets taken from CRSS-PLTL corpus (See Ta-
ble 1).
2. Peer-Led Team Learning
Peer-led team learning (PLTL) is a methodology used
for improving learning outcomes in small-group of stu-
dents attending the same course. PLTL had been adopted
in several US universities for various undergraduate
courses. Each team is assigned a peer leader who coordi-
nated discussions among students, and facilitated collab-
orative problem solving. The peer leaders had passed the
same course in earlier semester and thus they were aware
of the challenges in learning the subject. Peer leader knew
the strategies that could help in mastering the technical
content of the course. Peer leaders were not supposed to
tell the solutions, rather they provided helpful hints and
direction that could guide the students to collaboratively
solve the problems.
2.1. CRSS-PLTL Corpus
This section briefly describes the CRSS-PLTL corpus
that motivated the research discussed in this paper. The
CRSS-PLTL corpus contains audio data from five PLTL
teams for eleven weeks. Thus, a total of 55 PLTL ses-
sions were recorded, each of which have multi-stream au-
dio data. Each PLTL team had five to eight students and a
peer leader. All the five PLTL teams were attending an un-
dergraduate Chemistry course at the University of Texas
at Dallas. The audio data collection was longitudinal over
a three month window. Each PLTL session was organized
for approximately 70 to 80 minutes. Each student wore
a wearable pouch containing LENA digital recorder as
shown in Figure 1. Thus, we have as many audio streams
as students attending the PLTL session. LENA device
could record audio signals for long-duration of up to six-
teen hours and had been used for a variety of human-to-
human communication research, for example adult-child
interaction Sangwan et al. [67] etc..
The CRSS-PLTL data contained huge reverberation
and noise that pose challenges for speech processing 3.
Several instances of significant degradation due to noise
and reverberation were common. During such instances,
the speech was not intelligible over several streams. Af-
ter the PLTL session was concluded, each student and
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Figure 1: Proposed speech system for extracting behavioral characteristics from PLTL sessions. The front-end consists of speech activity detection
(SAD) and speaker diarization. It is followed by behavioral speech processing that involved acoustic analyses of individual speaker segments for
extraction of behavioral metrics such as participation, dominance, emphasis, curiosity and engagement.
Table 1: Description of evaluation datasets derived from CRSS-PLTL corpus that were used for validating the proposed algorithms. The evaluation
datasets were disjoint, i.e., chosen from different PLTL session to avoid bias in annotation process.
Eval dataset Duration(minute) Description
Eval-Set-1 70 Diarization
Eval-Set-2 21 Participation
Eval-Set-3 70 Dominance rating
Eval-Set-4 30 Emphasis
Eval-Set-5 30 Curiosity (question-inflection)
Eval-Set-6 70 Engagement (speech rate)
Eval-Set-7 87 Speech Activity Detection
Table 2: The questions designed to assess the ground-truth Likert-scale ratings from students. PLTL group (PG) and students performance (SP)
refers to two categories of questions developed to assess the student’s view on group characteristics and his/her own characteristics, respectively.
The Q8 refers to overall assessment.
S.No. Description Assessment Type
Q1 My PLTL group was friendly today PG
Q2 My PLTL group was engaging today PG
Q3 My PLTL group was helpful today PG
Q4 My PLTL group was motivated today PG
Q5 I learned a lot in today’s PLTL session SP
Q6 I felt comfortable with the interaction with my PLTL group today SP
Q7 My participation in today’s PLTL session increased my confidence in the course SP
Q8 Overall, the PLTL sessions are helping me do better in my course Overall
the peer leader completed a questionnaire. The question-
naire sought Likert-scale ratings for subjective questions
regarding behavior, communication and learning etc. as
given in Table 2. We would discuss these questions in
Section 2.2, and Table 3. The ground-truth Likert scale
ratings were combined into three dimensional scores as
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Figure 2: Showing overall dynamics of five PLTL teams tracked over eleven weeks in terms of ground-truth Likert-scale ratings obtained from
students. These ratings were obtained from feedback forms filled by students after each PLTL session. We discuss more details in Section 2.2.
Table 3: Spearman’s rank correlation between ground-truth responses of question shown in Table 2 for five PLTL groups over 11 sessions for each
group, i.e., 55 PLTL sessions in total. We can see high pair-wise correlation in these responses providing hints for combining these into three
dimensional scores as shown in Figure 2. We combine PG questions (Q1-Q4) together and SP questions (Q5-Q7) together and left Q8 (overall) as
it is. This resulted in three dimensional space for each team that is visualized in Figure 2. The students along with peer leaders are color coded.
The peer leaders for each team are marked with asterisk above their numerical index.
S.No. Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q8
Q1 1 0.93 0.91 0.90 0.89 0.93 0.89 0.91
Q2 0.93 1 0.92 0.93 0.90 0.92 0.0.90 0.89
Q3 0.91 0.0.93 1 0.90 0.91 0.91 0.91 0.92
Q4 0.90 0.93 0.90 1 0.88 0.91 0.88 0.90
Q5 0.89 0.90 0.92 0.88 1 0.91 0.89 0.91
Q6 0.93 0.92 0.91 0.91 0.91 1 0.92 0.92
Q7 0.89 0.90 0.91 0.88 0.89 0.92 1 0.94
Q8 0.91 0.89 0.92 0.90 0.91 0.92 0.94 1
explained in Section 2.2 and visualized in Figure 2. Ear-
lier, we introduced the CRSS-PLTL corpus in Dubey et al.
[20].
2.2. Listening Tests & Annotation
Table 1 shows the duration and brief description of
six evaluation set that were derived from CRSS-PLTL
corpus for validation experiments. These seven evalu-
ation datasets were annotated for diarization segments
(Eval-Set-1), speech activity detection (Eval-Set-7), par-
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ticipation (Eval-Set-2), dominance(Eval-Set-3), empha-
sis (Eval-Set-4), curiosity in terms of question-inflection
(Eval-Set-5), and engagement in terms of speech rate
(Eval-Set-6). The duration of these evaluation sets were
provided in Table 1. For analysis of behavioral charac-
teristics such as dominance, emphasis, curiosity (in terms
of question-inflection), engagement, we performed intel-
ligent listening test. The annotators performed the listen-
ing test for labeling the behavioral characteristics. Differ-
ent evaluation sets were made out of CRSS-PLTL data for
evaluation of each of the behavioral characteristics. Us-
ing different (disjoint) evaluation dataset was to make sure
that annotation bias was the least as some of the studied
behavioral characteristics were correlated.
The evaluation set for question-inflection detection was
thirty minute audio data. We used another thirty min-
utes of data for evaluation of emphasis detection algo-
rithm. For the listening test, an annotator marked the
start-time and end-time of audio segments composed of
(1) emphasized-speech regions and (2) interrogative utter-
ances/questions. The goal of audio analysis was to detect
the temporal boundaries of segments with emphasized-
speech and question-inflection.
It is important to note that the semantic aspects were
taken into account during ground-truth annotations. For
instance, the emphasis was marked on the basis of what
was said and how it was spoken in the given context.
The same procedure was applied for question-inflections.
However, the algorithms developed for detecting these
two phenomenon are based on acoustics features only
(fundamental frequency and energy). The speaker diariza-
tion ground-truth was obtained on Eval-Set-1 that con-
tained 70 minute audio. Participation refers to annotat-
ing the percentage time for which a speaker was active
in the PLTL session (Eval-Set-2). For measuring the en-
gagement in terms of speech rate, annotators listened to
each five minute segment of PLTL session and note down
the number of words spoken. Five minutes segment were
derived for Eval-Set-6 that consists of 70 minutes audio
data. We discuss the results in Section 6. The speech ac-
tivity detection was evaluated on 87 minutes of audio data
from a PLTL session (Eval-Set-7).
The dominance ratings (ground-truth) were obtained
on each five minute segment of Eval-Set-3 (70 minutes).
There were seven students in Eval-Set-3. For each five-
minute segment, we compute a dominance score (DS )
for each of the seven students using unsupervised acous-
tic analysis explained in Section 5.2. Each five-minute
segment of Eval-Set-3 was assigning a ground-truth dom-
inance rating (Drate) for each student per segment. Three
annotators listened to each five-minute segment and as-
signed a dominance rating (Drate) for each student per
segment. The ground-truth dominance rating, Drate, was a
number between 1 and 5. The speakers who were present
in the whole session but did not speak in the chosen seg-
ment were assigned a dominance rating, Drate = 1. The
scores of Drate = 2 and Drate = 5 were assigned to the
least-and most-dominant students who spoked in that seg-
ment. For students who spoke in that segment and were
neither least-dominant nor most-dominant, we assigned
them a Drate between 2.25 and 4.75. It was possible to
score 2.25, 2.50, 2.75, 3.0, 3.25, 3.50, 3.75, 4.0, 4.25,
4.50 and 4.75. However, no fractions other than these
were used to ensure consistency in evaluations. We aver-
aged the ground-truth rating (Drate) of all three annotator
to get a final ground-truth that was used for computing the
correlation with unsupervised dominance score (DS ).
2.3. Exploratory Data Analysis
In this section, we discuss general characteristic of
PLTL data. Figure 3 shows the distribution of WADA-
SNR Kim and Stern [40] and NIST-STNR NIST 60 sig-
nal to noise ratios computed over five-minute segments of
36 hours of PLTL data from three teams. Each team has
nine audio streams. The NIST-STNR has tri-modal dis-
tribution with significant first model. One the other had,
WADA-SNR has bi-modal distribution where first model
is significant. The SNR over five-minute segments was
mostly between 0 and 15 dB that showed moderate-to-
high noise levels. In addition, huge reverberation was also
present that could not be visualized in this plot.
At the end of PLTL sessions, each student and their
peer leader completed a form that contained eight be-
havioral question with four options on Likert-scale (see
Figure 2). Questions (Q1, Q2,...,Q8) were given in
Table 2. These questions belong to three categories,
namely PLTL group (PG) assessment, students perfor-
mance (SP) and overall. The questions Q1, Q2, Q3
and Q4 were regarding the PLTL group (PG) and ques-
tions Q5, Q6 and Q7 were based on students performance
(SP). The last question, Q8 summarizes the overall assess-
ment. These responses were done on a Likert-scale with
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Figure 3: The distribution of WADA-SNR Kim and Stern [40] and NIST-
STNR NIST [60] signal to noise ratios(SNRs). Five-minute segments
were processed to generated these ratios. We used total of three teams
with nine channels each. All teams participated in 80 minute PLTL ses-
sion, so in total 36 hours of data was used for generating this figure.
Since all PLTL sessions were carried out in same space, we could not
observe any significant difference in this plot by using more data. NIST
STNR have tri-modal distribution while WADA-SNR had bi-modal dis-
tributions. We can see that the majority of the segments have SNR be-
tween 0 to 15 dB that shows moderate to high noise levels in PLTL data.
In addition, huge reverberation is another challenge.
four choices, namely strongly disagree(1), disagree(2),
agree(3), strongly agree(4) (see Figure 2). Each of these
eight questions had a response from each student while
team leader responded to only PG and overall category of
questions.
Table 2 shows the statement of these questions and its
categorization as PLTL group (PG) assessment, students
performance (SP) and overall. The Spearman’s rank cor-
relation uses ranks instead of the actual values used by the
Pearson’s correlation. Table 3 shows the pair-wise Spear-
man’s rank correlation between ground-truth responses of
each question. We could see that among pair-wise cor-
relation between questions Q1 to Q4, the minimum and
maximum values were 90% and 93% respectively. The
same values for questions Q5, Q6 and Q7 were 89% and
92%. This showed the responses were consistent with re-
spect to categorization. If we see the correlation between
Q8 and other questions, we have minimum and maximum
values of 89% and 94%. This table gave hints that instead
of using responses from eight questions, we could reduce
this to a smaller set.
Finally, we averaged the responses to question Q1 to
Q4 and called it team feature. Similarly, the average of
Q5, Q6 and Q7 was called as individual feature. The Q8’s
response was denoted as overall feature. We did the aver-
aging operations over all responses from each participant.
Figure 2 showed these three features team, individual,
and overall for all sessions of each team separately. This
serves as visualization of behavioral dynamics of each
team.
Figure 4 showed the distribution of duration of seg-
ments with speech, non-speech and overlapped-speech.
We could see that most segments were short with less
than 1 second duration. Short-duration segments were
challenging with respect to speaker diarization and be-
havioral speech processing. We used ground-truth infor-
mation from a PLTL session with approximately 87 min-
utes of audio data for generating this figure (Eval-Set-7,
see Table 1). The overlapped-speech and non-speech ac-
counted for 28.71% and 29.57% of total duration leaving
behind 41.72% speech. The total number of overlapped-
speech, non-speech and speech segments were 205, 738
and 1316 respectively, for this data. The data used for this
analysis were Eval-Set-7 as given in Table 1. We used this
dataset for validating the speech activity detection based
on fusion of DNN-based pitch estimation and TO-combo-
SAD Sadjadi and Hansen [66], Ziaei et al. [88]. The re-
sults were shown in Table 7.
Figure 5 shows the distribution of duration of empha-
sized speech segments. Ground-truth information from a
PLTL session with approximately 80 minute duration was
used for generating this figure. It showed that most of the
emphasized segments had duration less than 1 second.
3. Proposed Speech System
Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the proposed
speech pipeline. The multi-stream audio data from PLTL
sessions was first processed with speech activity detection
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Figure 4: Showing distribution of duration of segments with speech,
non-speech and overlapped-speech. We could see that most of the seg-
ments had duration less than one second. Short-duration segments posed
challenge in speaker diarization and behavioral speech processing. The
overlapped speech and non-speech accounted for 28.71% and 29.57%
of total duration leaving behind only 41.72% speech.
(SAD) and speaker diarization module to get the individ-
ual speaker segments. The output of diarization system fa-
cilitate behavioral speech processing in second stage. The
behavioral speech processing refers to a set of acoustic
analyses that extracts the behavioral characteristics such
as participation, dominance, emphasis, curiosity and en-
gagement from speech segments.
3.1. Speech Activity Detection
Speech activity detection (SAD) was evaluated on
Eval-Set-7 (See Table 1 and the dataset was explained in
Section 2.3. The evaluation results of SAD algorithms
are collected in Table 7). Figure 4 shows the distribu-
tion of duration of speech, non-speech and overlapped-
speech segments. Non-speech often contained several
noise sources such as mumbling of far-speakers, writing-
on-the-white-board noise (impulsive) in addition to noise
from fan and other background sources.
We used DNN-based pitch extractor(see Section 3.3)
along with TO-combo-SAD Ziaei et al. [88] for SAD.
Figure 5: Showing distribution of emphasized segment duration for a
PLTL session that consisted of approximately 80 minutes audio data.
Eight student participated in this session. We could see that most of the
emphasized segments have duration less than 1 second.
The frames that were assigned zero (0 Hz) pitch were de-
clared non-speech. TO-combo-SAD Sadjadi and Hansen
[66], Ziaei et al. [88] was SAD system developed for
DARPA RATS data. TO-combo-SAD had shown good
performance on naturalistic audio streams such as NASA
Apollo mission data. TO-combo-SAD assigned zero (0)
for non-speech and one (1) for speech. We fused the
output of both systems for accurate speech activity de-
tection. The frames with non-zero pitch were taken as
speech frames and assigned one (1) as SAD output. If
both system’s output (DNN-based pitch and TO-combo-
SAD) were not same, we consider those frames as non-
speech. As a results, false alarms were greatly reduced.
The non-speech in evaluation dataset has multiple simul-
taneous sources that results in high false alarm for individ-
ual SAD system. We evaluated the SAD system on Eval-
Set-7 data as shown in Table 7. Pmiss and P f a refers to
miss rate (true-speech detected as non-speech in %) and
false alarm rate (true non-speech detected as speech in %),
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respectively.
In addition to the proposed fused SAD system, we
used a supervised SAD system trained on DARPA RATS
data Van Segbroeck et al. [74] and compare its perfor-
mance with proposed SAD system. The comparison re-
sults were shown in Figure 7. This was a supervised Neu-
ral Network-based SAD system. The Gammatone, Ga-
bor, long-term spectral variability and voicing features
were combined together and used for training the neu-
ral network. This system was developed for DARPA
Robust Automated Transcription of Speech (RATS) pro-
gram Van Segbroeck et al. [74]. Authors extracted fea-
tures using speech characteristics such as spectral shape,
spectro-temporal modulations, periodicity (pitch harmon-
ics), and long-term spectral variability. Authors used
the features from long context-windows to get combined
feature vector. These features were used for training a
neural network Van Segbroeck et al. [74]. The evalua-
tion on DARPA RATS corpora showed accurate results,
thus validating the applicability of developed SAD system
for highly distorted conditions such as those in DARPA
RATS Van Segbroeck et al. [74].
It is important to note that the PLTL data has (1) not-so-
close microphone; and (2) small movement in students,
such as moving to white board and writing something,
was frequent event that made SAD a challenging task.
In addition, huge reverberation and noise corrupted the
speech data further. The informed HMM-based diariza-
tion system was shown in Figure 7. We would discuss the
proposed bottleneck features and informed HMM-based
diarization system in Section 4.3.
3.2. Speech Energy
Earlier, we used the formant energy for computing the
speaker energy. This energy was leveraged for separat-
ing the primary and secondary speakers on each chan-
nel of the multi-channel PLTL data (wearer was primary
speaker and rest secondary) Dubey et al. [20]. More of-
ten than not, the wearer was assumed to be the closest
to their LENA device as compared to other LENA de-
vices. Thus, the audio channel with highest energy could
identify the primary speaker. These intensity differences
helped in refining diarization output in one of our previ-
ous studies Dubey et al. [20]. Later, we computed the
energy of speech signal using wavelet packet decomposi-
tion Dubey et al. [21]. We choose wavelet packets over
formant energy that was used in our earlier studies Dubey
et al. [20].
Formant energy was noise-robust, unlike short-time
Fourier transform at the cost of huge computational load.
Wavelet packet decomposition was noise-robust and pos-
sessed good resolution in time-frequency space with mod-
erate computational load Wickerhauser [82]. Wavelet
packets provided good time-frequency resolution with
reasonable computational expense. The position, scale
and frequency parameters characterize the wavelet pack-
ets Wickerhauser [82]. Traditional wavelet decomposi-
tion had only two parameters, namely (1) position; and
(2) scale. Wavelet packets could be viewed as a gener-
alized form of wavelet decomposition. Wavelet packets
provide better signal resolution in terms of scale, position
and frequency dependence. Wavelet packets are bases
generated from decomposition of a signal using orthogo-
nal wavelet functions. There are several computationally
simple methods for estimating wavelet packets, that made
them a better choice for signal decomposition than com-
putationally expensive continuous wavelet transforms.
Traditional wavelet decomposition generates approxi-
mation coefficient vector and detailed coefficient vector
after first level of decomposition. At next level and suc-
cessive levels of decomposition, only approximation co-
efficient vector is re-decomposed into its approximate and
detailed components. On the other hand, wavelet packet
decomposition allows each detailed coefficient vector to
be decomposed in the same way as the approximate coef-
ficient vector Wickerhauser [82]. For a speech segment,
wavelet packet decomposition generated a complete bi-
nary tree allowing a more generic decomposition of the
signal. Symlets6 (sym6) wavelet with six levels of de-
composition were used for computing the energy. We
added the squared wavelet packet coefficient correspond-
ing to the frequency range [50, 2000] Hz for capturing the
speech intensity while ignoring the spurious background
artifacts and noise. We used the speaker energy for es-
timating the unsupervised dominance score as discussed
in Section 5.2 and also in emphasis detection (see Sec-
tion 5.4).
3.3. Robust Pitch Estimation
This section describes the robust pitch extraction us-
ing deep neural network trained on stacked spectral
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Table 4: System parameters for robust pitch extraction method as depicted in Figure 9. The pitch was used for measuring curiosity (in terms of
question-inflection) and emphasis detection. The super-segments of size 2s were used for detecting emphasis and question-inflection.
Parameter Value
Sampling rate 8000Hz
Frame rate 25ms
Skip-rate 10ms
Super-segment size 2s
Features Pitch Estimation Filter with Amplitude Compression Gonzalez and Brookes [29]
Splicing context (past) 2 frames
Splicing context (future) 2 frames
Number of Hidden Layers in DNN 3
Number of Hidden Nodes (three layers) 1600
Hidden Layer activation Sigmoid
Output Layer activation Soft-max
Output Layer dimension (pitch states) 68
Figure 6: Distribution of the fundamental frequency estimates from a
PLTL session that consists of eight audio streams of 80 minutes duration.
We dropped the non-speech frames (that was assigned a fundamental
frequency of zero (0) Hz.
features (Pitch Estimation Filter with Amplitude Com-
pression) Gonzalez and Brookes [29]. The pitch esti-
mates were later used for detecting curiosity (in terms of
question-inflection) and emphasized speech.
We tested various pitch estimation algorithms such
as modified autocorrelation method De Cheveigne and
Kawahara [19], Sawtooth Waveform Inspired Pitch Es-
timator Camacho and Harris [13], Subband Autocorre-
lation Classification Lee and Ellis [45] and deep neural
network (DNN) Han and Wang [31]. The state-of-the-art
pitch tracking method use a deep neural network (DNN)
trained on spectral features Han and Wang [31] for pre-
dicting the pitch states. DNN-based pitch tracker was the
best among four alternatives we tested. The parameters of
system used for pitch extraction is given in Table 4.
We would briefly cover the DNN-based pitch esti-
mator adopted from Han and Wang [31]. The stacked
spectral features (Pitch Estimation Filter with Amplitude
Compression) Gonzalez and Brookes [29] were used to
train three-hidden-layer DNN to learn the pitch states.
Viterbi decoding was used to connect the probabilistic
pitch states, thus fetching the pitch contours. DNN pitch
tracker was robust to high amount of noise and worked
well for PLTL data. Authors compared the accuracy of
DNN pitch tracker with other methods in Han and Wang
[31]. Spectral features used for training DNN (See Fig-
ure 9) were developed in Gonzalez and Brookes [29].
The log-frequency power spectra was normalized to cap-
ture long-term information and further filtered to suppress
the noise and enhance the harmonic structure in speech
frames Gonzalez and Brookes [29].
Pitch Estimation Filter with Amplitude Compression
features were earlier used for pitch tracking in noise by
peak-picking Gonzalez and Brookes [29]. These features
were stacked using two past and two future frames as
shown in Figure 9 (see Table 4). The reverberation and
noise in CRSS-PLTL data posed challenge for pitch ex-
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traction that necessitated use of DNN-based pitch tracker.
We smoothed the DNN extracted pitch using Savitzky-
Golay filter Schafer [68] with third order and 11 frames.
The smoothing helped in further correction of pitch val-
ues for PLTL data. Figure 6 show the distribution of pitch
estimates obtained using DNN-based system. It was ob-
tained on a 80 minute audio from a PLTL session. DNN
could accurately estimate the pitch eliminating the pitch
doubling that was common in unsupervised methods for
pitch estimation. The non-speech frames (corresponding
to fundamental frequency of 0 Hz) were dropped for plot-
ting this distribution.
4. Robust Speaker Diarization
4.1. Baseline LIUM Diarization System
We used the LIUM speaker diarization system as the
baseline Meignier and Merlin [52]. The standard LIUM
system has poor performance as shown in Table 6. Sam-
pling rate of 8 kHz was used for all experiments reported
in this paper. The speech data was divided into 25ms
frames with 10ms skip-rate. LIUM system uses ILP clus-
tering on i-vectors. LIUM performed best on broadcast
news recordings where turns were significantly longer
than shorter − than − 1 − second turns in PLTL. The
reason LIUM could not accurately segments the speak-
ers in PLTL data is due several factors such as (1) short
conversational-turns; (2) reverberation; (3) non-speech
such as noise, laughter etc.; (4) overlapped speech.
We used diarization error rate (DER) as the figure of
merit for diarization systems. DER, as defined by the
NIST Rich Transcription Evaluation NIST [61], could be
computed as,
DER =
L f + Lm + Le
Lt
(1)
where L f was the total number of non-speech segments
detected as speech(false alarm), Lm is the total number of
the speech segments detected as non-speech (miss), Le is
the total number of speech frames that were clustered as
incorrect speakers (error in clustering), and Lt is the total
number of ground-truth speech frames.
4.2. Stacked Autoencoder-based Bottleneck Features for
Diarization
The proposed scheme was depicted in Figure 7. Deep
neural network (DNN) could be used for dimension re-
duction for high dimensional feature vectors Hinton and
Salakhutdinov [32]. Autoencoders were found useful in
dimension reduction task Wang et al. [81]. This net-
work was trained in a way that allowed it to learn low-
dimensional hidden representation of the data such that
taking noisy input, it could reconstruct the input.
Input feature vectors were corrupted with additive ran-
dom noise. We used 13 dimensional Mel-Frequency Cep-
stral Coefficients (MFCC). Each feature dimension was
mean and variance normalized. We performed splicing of
normalized feature vectors by taking five past and future
frames. The stacked autoencoder was used for extract-
ing the bottleneck features (bottleneck) from spliced and
normalized MFCC features. Several autoencoders were
stacked to form a deep network with five layers. Stacked
autoencoder was trained using spliced features. Stacked
autoencoders were first trained in layer-wise fashion that
is a standard way of pre-training. After pre-training,
stacked autoencoder was fine-tuned so that it could re-
construct the input features. The input to the stacked
autoencoder was corrupted before feeding into it. The
reconstruction-loss was minimization criterion for train-
ing this network Vincent et al. [77].
We used PDNN toolkit Miao [53] with corruption pa-
rameter 0.2, learning rate, and momentum factor parame-
ters of 0.01 and 0.05, respectively for realizing the stacked
autoencoder. The parameters of the stacked autoencoder
used for bottleneck feature extraction was given in Ta-
ble 5. The feature vectors (13-MFCC) were first mean
and variance normalized. Let m was the feature vector,
µm and σm were the mean and standard deviation vectors,
respectively. The normalized feature vector, m¯, is given
by m¯ = m−µm
σm
.
Since all the channel were delayed and scaled versions
of the same speech signal at a given frame, using all chan-
nels for diarization was important. Time-spliced feature
vectors from each channel were concatenated to form a
supervector that consisted of feature vectors correspond-
ing to all PLTL channels. The room where PLTL data was
collected has dimensions of 7X10 meters. Thus, the max-
imum distance between a LENA device and any students
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Figure 7: Proposed diarization system. It has two main components: (1) stacked autoencoder based bottleneck features that incorporated splicing
with context of five past and future frames and takes acoustic features from all streams of PLTL data; (2) Informed HMM-based diarization system
that incorporated the number of students (same as number of audio channels) and minimum duration of conversational-turns as side information.
(other than the wearer) can be assumed to be within ten
meters. Taking the speed of sound in air to be 343 meters
per second (m/s), we have the maximum time delay, to be
of the order 30ms. This calculation did not accounted for
reverberation. We used 25ms windows with 10ms skip-
rate for our experiments as given in Table 5. We con-
catenated the features from all streams. The normalized
feature super-vectors were spliced by taking five past and
future frames. The concatenation was done to incorpo-
rate time and intensity differences between various chan-
nels of multi-stream PLTL data. The splicing incorporates
the long-term context leading to a better quantification of
reverberant and noisy speech frames. For a PLTL group
with seven streams, the final dimension of spliced features
was 11*7*13-MFCC, i.e., 1001.
4.3. Informed-HMM based Diarization System
In this section, we discuss informed-Hidden Markov
Model (HMM) for joint speaker segmentation and clus-
tering. HMM system incorporate the bottleneck fea-
tures from stacked autoencoder system Gehring et al.
[27] along with two dimensions of side information, i.e.,
(1) number of speakers; and (2) minimum duration of
conversational-turns. Hence, we called the system as in-
formed HMM system. The iterative diarization procedure
had three steps: (i) initial segmentation, (ii) merging, and
(iii) re-estimation.
The diarization for PLTL sessions was different with re-
spect to information available such as speaker-count and
turn-statistics. The rapid short-turns, overlapped-speech
and significant noise and reverberation made the task
challenging. Most of the studied diarization system did
not address such challenges Dubey et al. [20], Anguera
et al. [3]. PLTL sessions had frequent short-segments of
size 0.2s to 1s and few segments of size 1-3s. HMMs
had been used in previous studies for various audio seg-
mentation tasks in varied forms Fredouille and Senay
[24], Madikeri and Bourlard [48], Kotti et al. [42], Ajmera
et al. [1], Huang and Hansen [33]. However, using
side information, application to PLTL and using stacked
autoencoder-based bottleneck features were novel contri-
butions with respect to speaker diarization.
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Initially, we performed over-segmentation by dividing
speech into OS segments where OS was four to six times
the expected number of speakers. A HMM with OS states
was assumed for initial segments. Each HMM state had
an output probability density function that was modeled
by M component Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). Each
state of HMM was allowed to have T sub-states to incor-
porate the minimum duration constraint. All sub-states of
a given HMM state (hypothesized speaker cluster) share
the GMM corresponding to their state. The HMM sys-
tem was trained using Expectation-Maximization (EM)
algorithm. One step aimed to segment the data such that
their likelihoods given corresponding GMM parameters
were maximized. In next step, the GMM parameters were
re-estimated based on new segmentation. Once HMM
was trained, we obtained the Viterbi path for each frame.
Following it, we used the Viterbi path for checking the
binary merging hypothesis based on modified G3 algo-
rithm Dubey et al. [20]. After the merge iteration fin-
ished, a new HMM with less number of states was trained.
The whole process was repeated again till the number of
HMM states equaled the number of speakers.
We performed merging based on G3 algorithm that was
a variant of BIC and eliminated the need of the penalty
term. The unsupervised G3 algorithm Dubey et al. [20]
was used for deciding the binary hypothesis of merging
two segments. This trick was first developed to improve
the speaker change detection as compared to BIC Ajmera
et al. [2]. In this paper, we used the same techniques
for a different binary hypothesis to decide merging of
two over-segmented segments or equivalently two HMM
states. There are some modifications to G3 algorithm ap-
plied for merging most-similar segments (HHM states)
at each iteration of the informed HMM-based diarization
system. First, the minimum duration of staying in a HMM
state was much lower, 0.2s to 0.5s owing to the rapid short
conversational-turns. The initial segments were modeled
with a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) with only Ms
components. After merging two initial segments modeled
with Ms components, the merged segment was modeled
with 2Ms components. Thus, the number of parameters
in GMM model for merged segment is same as the sum of
number of parameters in child segments. Consequently,
the number of parameters remains the same at each merg-
ing step, and hence the penalty term in BIC criterion (See
Equation 5) is eliminated.
Let Xm = [X1,X2] be the feature matrix correspond-
ing to the merged HMM states. Merging two segments,
X1 and X2 into Xm can be formulated as the following
binary hypothesis: H0 vs. Hm, where Hm denotes merg-
ing, andH0 denotes no merging. To facilitate the test, we
build models for both hypotheses. GMMs were used to
model X1 , X2 and merged segment Xm. Let ψXm be the
parameter vector of the GMM with Ms = M1+M2 compo-
nent estimated for the merged segment, Xm. Let, ψX1 and
ψX2 be the parameter vector of the GMMs with M1 and
M2 components, estimated for the child segments, X1 and
X2, respectively. Under the assumption of independence
and identical distribution of feature vectors in segments
X1 and X2, we can represent the log likelihood LH0 and
LHm for hypothesesH0 andHm, respectively as
LHm = log(p(X1|ψXm )) + log(p(X2|ψXm )), (2)
LH0 = log(p(X1|ψX1 )) + log(p(X2|ψX2 )), (3)
where p(Xm|ψXm ) is the likelihood of merged segment, Xm
given the model, ψXm , and so on. The merging decision is
made based on the Dmerging, defined as
Dmerging = LHm − LH0 , (4)
However, if we used Bayesian Information Criterion
(BIC) for making the merging decision, then correspond-
ing to Equation 4, we have following expression for BIC
merging:
DBIC = LHm − LH0 −
1
2
ν∆ log Nm, (5)
where ν is a constant usually assigned a value of 1.0 and
Nm is the number of feature vectors in merged segment,
Xm. Here, ∆ is the difference in number of parameters
in merged model, ψXm and sum of parameters in child
models, ψX1 and ψX2 . All segments were evaluated for
Dmerging. The segments with Dmerging ≥ 0 were merged.
Once the merging done, the new HMM of smaller size
was estimated where the GMM for each state was re-
estimated using the EM algorithm. The acoustic features
belonging to that HMM state (cluster) were used to re-
estimate the corresponding GMM.
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Figure 8: Participation analysis of Eval-Set-2 (see Table 1) that consisted
of 21 minute audio data. It depicts the percentage time for which each
individual was speaking. We can see all students occupy comparable
fraction of conversation floor while the peer leader occupied the highest
fraction.
5. Behavioral Characteristics
5.1. Participation Analysis
Diarization output could be used for extracting partici-
pation analysis, that refers to the percentage of total time
for which each speaker and their team leader occupied the
conversation floor. Figure 8 shows the participation anal-
ysis obtained using 21 minutes of data, Eval-Set-2 (See
Table 1) from a PLTL session. The comparison between
diarization-based participation analysis and ground-truth
clearly shows that even if diarization error rate is non-
zero, we can still derive meaningful participation analysis
from it. The percentage values were rounded-up for better
visualization.
5.2. Dominance Score
Dominance in human-to-human communication had
been studied for several decades Young [86]. Domi-
nance is a fundamental aspect of interactions in PLTL ses-
sions. The researchers in social psychology have stud-
ied dominance in human interactions Dunbar and Bur-
goon [22]. The speaking time of speakers were found to
be correlated with perceived dominance of individuals in
groups Mast [49]. Researchers in social signal processing
studied dominance models developed from multi-modal
data.
Authors measured the dominance in meeting using the
speaker diarization techniques Hung et al. [34]. Authors
developed a supervised model for dominance using short-
utterances Basu et al. [10]. However, the model was de-
veloped and evaluated on a constrained settings that was
very different from real-life situations such as PLTL ses-
sions. Authors analyzed the interaction between two in-
dividuals who debated for 60 seconds. Such controlled
settings and short-duration analyses were not applicable
for spontaneous conversations such as those in PLTL ses-
sions. Authors used multi-modal features derived from
audio and video streams for analyzing the dominant per-
sons in meetings Hung et al. [35].
Authors used manual transcriptions of meetings for
generating semantic metrics that were later used for train-
ing static and dynamic models of dominance Rienks et al.
[64]. However, they did not process the audio rather
the text was processed to build the supervised models.
Such systems could not be deployed for analysis of PLTL
groups as they required scripting and training supervised
classifiers. Authors proposed a dominance model for
meetings based on supervised learning using multi-modal
data (multi-microphone audio and multi-camera video).
The audio and visual data were used for training sup-
port vector machine classifier. It was used for training
the supervised dominance model for meeting conversa-
tions Jayagopi et al. [37]. However, such a system need
supervised training on huge amount of labeled multi-
modal data and was likely to perform poorly under mis-
matched conditions. Another limitation was that it could
not be used if only audio data were available from PLTL
sessions.
We developed an unsupervised feature for measuring
dominance Dubey et al. [21]. Dominance score (DS)
was assigned to each student by unsupervised acoustic
analysis of their speech segments. The proposed DS en-
capsulates the probability of a given student to be dom-
inant in collaborative problem solving. We considered
three features derived from speech corresponding to each
speaker. This information was available from informed
HMM-based diarization system (see Figure 7).
The three features are turn-taken-sum (turns) Lar-
rue and Trognon [44], speaking-time-sum (spts), and
speaking-energy-sum (spens). These features were mo-
tivated from social psychology literature where the domi-
nance of a speaker was found to be correlated with taking
more turns in a conversation, speaking for longer dura-
tion Mast [49], and with higher energy Dunbar and Bur-
goon [22].
These features were correlated among themselves. For
example, a person who was taking many turns was likely
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to speak for longer duration than others. Also, adding
the speaker energy for a longer duration would result in
higher spens. The turn-taken-sum (turns) was the num-
ber of turns taken by the speaker in a given session.
A conversation turn was decided by a speech segment
from the speaker cascaded between that from other speak-
ers and/or speech pauses (non-speech). The speaking-
time-sum (spts) was the sum of duration of all time-
segments (in seconds) belonging to that speaker. The
overlapped speech was not taken into account in this sum.
Speaking-energy-sum (spens) was sum of energies for
that speaker’s segments.
The speech energy was computed using wavelet packet
decomposition Wickerhauser [82] as discussed in Sec-
tion 3.2. The PLTL data had huge reverberation and noise,
that necessitated development of better metric for com-
puting speaking energy. We used the Symlets6(sym6)
wavelet with six levels of decomposition for computing
the speech energy. The coefficients corresponding to fre-
quency range [50, 2000] Hz were summed to get the en-
ergy.
After extracting these three features, turns, spts and
spens, we normalized each feature dimension. Let f be
the three dimensional feature-vector, µ and σ being the
mean vector and standard deviation vector. The normal-
ized feature vector, f¯, is given by f¯ = f−µ
σ
. Here, the di-
vision is point-wise, the mean and variance were calcu-
lated over the entire PLTL session (approximately 70-80
minute audio).
We projected these normalized features onto eigen
space corresponding to the highest eigen value of the fea-
ture space. This was realized by principal component
analysis (PCA) that combined the three features into a
single feature, named comb feature (short form for com-
bined feature). Let us denote the comb feature by p. We
computed the comb feature for each speaker in each seg-
ment of the PLTL session. PCA was performed for the
whole PLTL session. In this paper, we divided the entire
PLTL session into five-minute segments. A dominance
score was estimated for each speaker during five-minute
segments.
Lets say, pi was the comb feature corresponding to i −
th speaker. For CRSS-PLTL corpus we have six to nine
speakers in sessions including team leader. We defined
comb feature-vector as, p = [p1, p2, .., pN], where N was
the number of speakers. The dominance score (DS) for
Figure 9: Block diagram of the proposed method for detecting curios-
ity and emphasis in PLTL sessions. Frame-wise pitch was extracted
using a deep neural network trained on stacked spectral features (Pitch
Estimation Filter with Amplitude Compression) Han and Wang [31].
The pitch information along with speech energy was used for detecting
the emphasized regions. The pitch gradient was used for detecting the
question-inflection (a measure of curiosity).
each speaker was estimated by processing the dominance
feature-vector, p, through a soft-max function that convert
these numbers into probability scores. Thus, we had
DS i =
epi∑N
j=1 e
p j
, (6)
for i = 1, 2, ..,N; where DS i was the dominance score
(DS) of the i − th speaker.
Once we have the dominance score, finding the most
and least dominant speaker was trivial. The one with
highest score was the most dominant person while the one
with lowest was least dominant. In PLTL sessions, the
dominance score of each students is an important metric
with respect to inter-session variability for all sessions of
that team. From previously studied supervised dominance
models that predicted only the most dominant speaker,
such a comparison would not be possible Jayagopi et al.
[37], Hung et al. [35], Huang and Hansen [33]. Dom-
inance analysis could help in understanding the role of
each team member in a PLTL session with respect to
learning of their own and others. It could help in choosing
suitable candidates for a PLTL session so as to maximize
the learning outcome for each one of them.
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Figure 10: Detection of question-inflection using gradient of pitch con-
tour. The top sub-figure shows the pitch contour along with start-time
(Q-truth1) and end-time (Q-truth2) of the question-inflection, and mean-
Pitch ± std-Pitch lines. The bottom sub-figure shows the gradient of
pitch contour along with mean, and meanGradPitch ± 4*stdGradPitch
lines. We could see that question-inflection was accompanied by low-
to-very high pitch inflation leading to a local maxima at the end of
the question (see top sub-figure). We detect the question-inflection by
a statistical rule as shown in bottom sub-figure. The frames that be-
long to GradPitch ≥ meanGradPitch ± 4*stdGradPitch corresponds to a
question-inflection.
Figure 11: Detection error trade-off (DET) curve for 30 minutes of au-
dio data for question-inflection detection. The pitch contour from com-
plete signal was mean and variance normalized over non-overlapping
2-second segments. The equal error rate (EER) comes out to be 12.31%.
The threshold for detection of question was varied to determine various
points (each point corresponds to a miss rate and false alarm rate) shown
in this curve.
5.3. Curiosity: Question-Inflection Detection
Curiosity refers to a desire for gaining new informa-
tion or skill Renner [63]. Curiosity was defined in the
study as "aurally identifiable trait of the internal desire"
of PLTL participants to acquire new information or skills.
The curiosity is an important trait in learning Renner [63].
A pitch transform was used for synthesis of interrogative
sentence in Nagy and Nemeth [57].
Eval-Set-5 (30 minute audio data) was used for evalu-
ating the algorithm for question-inflection detection. The
audio data was annotated for start-time and end-time of
each question. The annotation was done over five minute
super-segments. The time-stamps for each question-
inflection were located. Gradient of the pitch contour for
each speaker segment was computed to find the local max-
imum. Question inflection was detected when the pitch
gradient goes above the value of meanGradPitch + 4 ∗
stdGradPitch (the mean and std are computed using gra-
dient contour over that segment).
We annotated the start-time and end-time of the seg-
ment when question was asked. The mid-point of ground-
truth question-boundary was used for computing correla-
tion and root mean squared error with algorithm detected
question-inflection point. Figure 10 shows the pitch vari-
ations on a question onset and its neighborhood. It also
shows the gradient contour and detection of question-
inflection.
We designed another experiment to study the pitch-
based question-inflection detection. We took the evalu-
ation audio data and estimated the pitch contour for com-
plete signal regardless of speaker-change boundaries. We
performed the mean and variance normalization of pitch
contour over each two-second non-overlapping segments.
Normalization compensated the long-term effects making
the pitch contour robust to acoustic variability. Normal-
ized pitch was used for detecting the question-inflection
by choosing a threshold. We varied the threshold from
minimum to maximum value (of pitch contour) in small
steps. For each threshold values, we get miss probability,
Pmiss and probability of false alarm , P f a (in %) with
respect to detection of question-inflection.
For EER calculation (DET curve), all frames belonging
to the time-interval during which a question was asked,
were taken as question-inflection points. This is different
from root mean squared error and correlation computation
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Figure 12: Showing pitch-and energy-based emphasis detection. Top
sub-figure showed the pitch contour for a speaker segment with em-
phasized region. The middle sub-figure showed only speech frames
(with non-zero pitch). Bottom sub-figure showed the frame-level speech
energy obtained using wavelet packet decomposition. When the pitch
was higher than meanPitch + std − Pitch and energy was higher that
meanEnergy + stdEnergy, the emphasized region was detected.
where the mid-point of ground-truth question-boundary
was compared with point of question-inflection detec-
tion. Figure 11 shows the detection error trade-off (DET)
curve for Eval-Set-5 data. The equal error rate (EER)
was 12.31%. Here, Pmiss refers to the frames where we
had the questions asked but the system failed to detect it
(miss). P f a refers to the frames where question-inflection
was falsely detected (false alarm). In this paper, we used
only single channel data for annotation and evaluation for
pitch-based question-inflection detection for simplicity in
evaluation.
5.4. Emphasis Detection
Detection of emphasized speech could help in discov-
ering the "hot-spots" in PLTL sessions wherein important
discussions might have happened. Such segments could
help education researchers in understanding and design-
ing the best practices. Student’s excitement could be cap-
tured by detecting such segments. Emphasized speech re-
gions were important with respect to semantic analysis.
Such segments could be further processed with natural
Figure 13: We chose a PLTL session with eight students that was orga-
nized for 80 minutes. We divide the session into five-minute segments.
This bar graph shows the number of emphasized speech regions in each
of these five-minute segments. We could be observed that the highest
number of emphasized segments occurred around the middle of the ses-
sion. The last segments were more about logistics and general questions
& answers that did not involve emphasized regions.
language processing (NLP) tools. We have the option of
using NLP tools on complete session, however using NLP
only on few emphasized segment could reduce computa-
tions by eliminating segments that were relatively less im-
portant. We used the pitch contour and speech energy for
detecting the emphasized speech. These regions identify
the important regions in audio data.
The emphasis detection from audio had been studied
previously Chen and Withgott [15], Arons [6, 5, 7]. De-
tecting the emphasized regions helped in quick summa-
rization of spoken documents Arons [7]. Such summaries
collected the salient features of the recordings and were
useful for analysis of technical discussions and daily-life
conversations. A HMM-based model trained on huge
amount of data was used for emphasis detection in Chen
and Withgott [15]. Pitch changes were leveraged for de-
tection of emphasized regions in meetings Kennedy and
Ellis [39].
However, the past works Chen and Withgott [15],
Arons [6, 5, 7] had not been tested over long-duration
spontaneous speech with several speakers (such as six to
eight participants in PLTL session). CRSS-PLTL data had
short conversational-turns at several instances in addition
to noise and reverberation, thus making the task challeng-
ing. Since we estimated the pitch contour and do the anal-
ysis for each speaker segment, the pitch range of each
speaker is automatically taken into account. As the pitch
could change abruptly due to speaker changes (for exam-
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ple, from a male to female speaker), it was important to
have accurate speaker segments. The proposed algorithm
adapted to the pitch and energy range of a speaker (by op-
erating over non-overlapping two-second windows), and
then automatically selected the regions of increased pitch-
and energy-activity as a measure of emphasis. Increase
pitch and speech energy are markers of an emphasized
region while pitch information was found to be more im-
portant Chen and Withgott [15].
We proposed detection of emphasized speech using in-
flated speech energy and increased pitch. The wavelet
packet decomposition was used for robust estimation of
speech energy as explained in Section 3.2. The correlation
and root mean squared error between ground-truth (mid-
point) and estimated point of emphasis detection were
used as figure of merit for this method. Figure 13 showed
the distribution of emphasized regions in each five-minute
segments of a PLTL session (approximately 80 minutes).
We could see the highest number of emphasized speech
segment lies in mid of the session. It showed that the
"hot-spots" in PLTL sessions were more often during the
mid-time.
Figure 12 shows detection of emphasized segments us-
ing pitch and energy. Emphasis was detected based on
two conditions: 1) energy higher than meanEnergy +
stdEnergy, and 2) pitch higher than meanPitch + std −
Pitch. Simultaneous satisfaction of these conditions de-
tected emphasized speech regions. We had the start-
time and end-time boundaries for emphasized regions
from manual annotation as described in Section 2.2. We
took the mid-point of ground-truth emphasis-boundary
and estimated its correlation with algorithm computed
point of emphasis detection. Also, we calculated the root
mean squared error (in units of second), between these
two quantities, i.e., ground-truth and estimated detection
point. Table 8 shows the evaluation results.
5.5. Engagement: Speech Rate
The speech rate was considered an important aspect
of vocal communication Cummins [18]. Speech rate
was useful for quantifying the engagement behavior. In-
creased speech rate showed more engagement. Authors
used prosodic cues for studying engagement behaviors in
children Gupta et al. [30]. Several interaction scenarios
between a child and psychologist were used for validat-
ing the developed algorithms. Engagement was predicted
using vocal and prosodic cues. Authors concluded that the
engagement information was not only reflected in global
cues but also in short-term local cues. Three levels of en-
gagement were used for experimental validation. Fusing
global and local cues gave the best results. Even though
the experiments were validated in constrained settings,
it showed that certain prosodic patterns captured the en-
gagement in dyadic interactions Gupta et al. [30].
Several algorithms were developed for estimating the
speech rate Morgan and Fosler-Lussier [55], Jiao et al.
[38], Wang and Narayanan [80], Ziaei et al. [90]. We
benchmarked the method developed in Ziaei et al. [90]
on Eval-Set-6 (see Table 1) derived from the CRSS-PLTL
corpus. It consisted of 70 minute audio from a PLTL ses-
sion.
Figure 14 shows the evaluation of word count algo-
rithm Ziaei et al. [90] on Eval-Set-6. We divided the PLTL
session into five-minute segments and performed the word
count estimation using method proposed in Ziaei et al.
[90]. The red numbers above the bars showed the percent-
age error rate with respect to ground-truth word count. We
could see the performance varying from very low to high
error rate. The low errors occurred when speaker wore
the LENA device and high error was possibly due to the
speech of a distant speaker and rapid short-turns from sev-
eral speakers (six to eight student were in a PLTL session).
The reverberation levels were different for each unique
position of speakers. Very low error in seventh and ninth
segments showed that method worked well when speech
quality was good and very high errors in first, third and
thirteenth segment shows that method in Ziaei et al. [90]
got worse when speaker changes were rapid and some of
the speaker were far from the LENA device. It showed
the necessity to investigate reverberation-and noise-robust
methods for speech rate estimation that could work accu-
rately for naturalistic audio streams.
6. Results & Discussions
This section discussed the results obtained on vari-
ous evaluation sets derived from the CRSS-PLTL corpus.
Output of the diarization system was used for getting the
participation dynamics as explained in Section 5.1. Fig-
ure 8 shows the participation analysis of Eval-Set-2 (see
Table 1) that consisted of 21 minutes audio data. It was
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Figure 14: The word count ground-truth and estimated using Ziaei et al. 90 for Eval-Set-6 (see Table 1) that consisted of 70 minutes of audio data.
We could see that performance varies from very good to very poor. It depicted the changing acoustic scenarios that affected the quality of the
speech signal. The red number above the bars showed the percentage error rate with respect to ground-truth word count. The low errors occur when
speaker wore the LENA device and high error occurred due to voice of a distant speaker. The reverberation levels were different for each unique
position of the speaker. Very low error in seventh and ninth segment showed that method worked well when speech quality was good and very high
errors in first, third and thirteenth segment shows that method proposed in Ziaei et al. [90] got worse when speaker changes were rapid and/or some
of the speakers were far from the LENA device.
observed that most of the student could speak for compa-
rable time-duration. The team leader occupied the con-
versation floor for most of the time as peer leader had to
facilitate the collaborative problem solving.
Table 7 shows the evaluation results on Eval-Set-7
data using methods described in Section 3.1. Figure 4
showed the duration-distribution of speech, non-speech
and overlapped-speech segments. Non-speech often con-
tained several noise sources such as mumbling of far
speaker, writing-on-white-board noise in addition to noise
from fan and other background sources. We used DNN-
based pitch extractor (see Section 3.3) for SAD. The
frames that were assigned zero(0) pitch were declared
non-speech. TO-combo-SAD Ziaei et al. [88] was sec-
ond SAD system used. Later, we fused the output of both
systems. For frames where both system’s output were not
same, we consider those frames as non-speech. Conse-
quently, false alarm was greatly reduced. The non-speech
in evaluation set had multiple simultaneous sources that
resulted in high false alarm for each SAD system. Fur-
ther, we compared the proposed SAD system a state-of-
the art SAD that consists of a neural network trained on
multiple feature streams Van Segbroeck et al. [74]. This
system was developed at USC for DARPA RATS data.
We can see from Table 7 that proposed SAD is competi-
tive with respect to lower false alarm rate and lower miss
rate unlike USC-supervised-NN method that had signifi-
cant false alarm.
The parameters of proposed diarization system was
shown in Table 5. The results of diarization system were
given in Table 6. It is important to note that MFCC fea-
tures from all the seven streams were used in HMM-based
diarization for comparing its performance with bottleneck
features. We could see that bottleneck feature captured
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Table 5: The parameters set for proposed diarization system that con-
sisted of three main parts: (1) acoustic feature extraction, (2) stacked
autoencoder (autoencoder)-based bottleneck features, and (3) informed
HMM-based diarization system.
Parameter Value
Stacked autoencoder input layer dim. 1001
Stacked autoencoder second layer dim. 91
Stacked autoencoder bottleneck layer dim. 21
Number of hidden layers 7 3
First layer activation tanh
Hidden layer activation sigmoid
Initial states in HMM 12-18
Number of GMM components 2-5
Minimum duration of HMM states 0.2s-1s
Splicing context (past) 5 frames
Splicing context (future) 5 frames
Features MFCC
Window length 25ms
Skip-rate 10ms
Sampling rate 8000Hz
useful statistics of multi-stream audio data that resulted in
better accuracy using informed HMM-based diarization
system.
We extracted 13-dimensional MFCC features from
each of the seven streams of the PLTL session. After con-
catenating the features from each stream we get a feature
super-vector of dimensions 91 (=13*7). After splicing
the feature super-vectors with five past and future frames
(see Figure 7), we get the final dimension of features as
1001 (=11*91). Spliced feature super-vector was fed to a
stacked autoencoder for extracting the bottleneck features
of dimension 21. Stacked autoencoder with three hidden
layers was chosen where the middle hidden layer acted
as bottleneck layer. The bottleneck features were fed to
the informed HMM-based diarization system. We used
the Oracle SAD in the proposed system to validate the ac-
curacy of HMM-based joint segmentation and clustering.
However, we performed another case-study by formulat-
ing non-speech as an additional HMM state. We com-
pared the diarization accuracy of bottleneck features (de-
rived from raw MFCC features form each of the seven
steams) and raw acoustic features (13-MFCC from each
of the seven streams). Thus, the concatenation of MFCC
features from multi-stream was done in both cases ensur-
ing that it was a fair comparison between two approaches
(raw features and bottleneck).
Table 6 showed the diarization accuracy in various
cases. The "NO SAD" case refers to not using any SAD
labels and modeling non-speech as an additional HMM
state. We knew that the non-speech has several distinct
varieties, such as silences (with extreme noise of varied
types), overlapped speech etc.. This made the diarization,
a challenging task without SAD labels. It led to degra-
dation in diarization accuracy (see Table 6). We could
see that the bottleneck features combined with HMM was
robust with respect to change in minimum duration con-
straints and to some extent is robust to absence of SAD
labels. The state-of-the-art LIUM baseline Meignier and
Merlin [52] was borrowed from our earlier work for com-
parison Dubey et al. [20]. We could see an absolute im-
provement of approximately 27% in terms of DER over
the baseline LIUM system and approximately 12% im-
provement was due to bottleneck features instead of us-
ing raw MFCC features (Oracle SAD, one second time-
constraint).
Since the proposed dominance score, DS (see Sec-
tion 5.2) was derived using unsupervised acoustic anal-
ysis, we used Pearson’s correlation between ground-truth
dominance rating (Drate) and proposed dominance score
(DS ). The correlation between ground-truth Drate and
proposed DS was 0.8748 for Eval-Set-3 (70 minutes).
The high correlation value validates the efficacy of pro-
posed dominance score, DS , for characterizing domi-
nance in PLTL sessions.
We computed pitch contour for each 25ms frame with
10ms skip-rate. For each speaker segment, we incorpo-
rated two-second of past and future speech and did the
processing using non-overlapping super-segments of two-
second duration. The pitch contour of each speaker seg-
ment was processed separately for possibility of detect-
ing emphasis or question-inflection. We computed the
speech energy based on wavelet packet decomposition as
discussed in section 3.2. We computed the correlation
between ground-truth mid-point and algorithm detection
point as figure of merit for both emphasis and question-
inflection detection. We also computed root mean squared
error using ground-truth mid-point and detected points.
Thus, we have two figures of merits namely correlation
and root mean squared error for both, question-inflection
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Table 6: Comparison of Diarization Error Rate (DER) for various parameters of the stacked autoencoder-based bottleneck features and Informed
HMM-based diarization system. IK is initial number of clusters (hypothesized number of speakers) and IG is the number of Gaussian components
in initial model for over-segmented clusters.
SAD f eatdim tmin(s) IK IG DER(%)
LIUM Meignier and Merlin [52] 4.1 35.80
NO SAD 13-MFCC (* 7= 91 from seven streams) 0.5 12 2 41.71
NO SAD 13-MFCC (* 7= 91 from seven streams) 1 12 2 33.23
NO SAD 19-autoencoder 0.5 12 2 16.64
NO SAD 19-autoencoder 1 12 2 15.83
Oracle 13-MFCC (* 7= 91 from seven streams) 1 12 2 19.98
Oracle 13-MFCC (* 7= 91 from seven streams) 0.5 12 2 18.95
Oracle 19-autoencoder 1 12 2 8.05
Oracle 19-autoencoder 0.5 12 2 8.87
Table 7: Speech activity detection was evaluated on Eval-Set-7 data (See Table 1) explained in Section 2.3. Figure 4 shows the duration-distribution
of speech, non-speech and overlapped-speech segments. Non-speech often contained several noise-sources such as mumbling of far speakers,
writing-on-white-board noise in addition to noise from fan and other background sources. We used DNN-based pitch extractor (see Section 3.3)
for SAD. The frames that were assigned zero(0) pitch were declared non-speech. TO-combo-SAD Sadjadi and Hansen [66], Ziaei et al. [88] used
voicing measures for detection of speech activity. Later, we fused the output of both SAD systems. If both system’s output were not same, we
consider those frames as non-speech. Consequently, false alarms were reduced. The non-speech had multiple simultaneous noise-sources that
resulted in high false alarm for individual SAD systems. We compared our system with a state-of-the-art SAD system that is a supervised neural
network trained over multiple features stream. This system was developed at USC for DARPA RATS data Van Segbroeck et al. [74]. It is interesting
to note that comboSAD Sadjadi and Hansen [66] was an unsupervised SAD algorithm developed for DARPA RATS.
System System Pmiss% Pfa%
(A) DNN-based pitch 16.54 28.45
(B) TO-combo-SAD Ziaei et al. [88] 15.68 42.64
(C) Fusion of (A) + (B) 16.00 16.64
(D) USC-supervised-NN Van Segbroeck et al. [74] 14.68 31.70
Table 8: Showing results for emphasis and question-inflection detection. We used the correlation between ground-truth mid-point and point of
emphasized speech-region and question-inflection detection. The evaluation used the oracle speaker segments (except the EER calculation) for
question-inflection detection.
Quantity Correlation root mean squared error(s) EER (%)
Question Inflection 0.84 0.51s 12.31
Emphasis 0.78 0.42s –
and emphasis detection.
Table 8 showed the results on respective evaluation set.
In addition, we did the detection error trade-off (DET)
analysis for question-inflection as depicted in Figure 11.
For getting DET curve we did not use the oracle diariza-
tion. We estimated the pitch contour for complete signal
and performed the mean and variance normalization over
non-overlapping super-segments of duration two-seconds.
Thus, the newly generated normalized pitch contour was
used for detecting the question-inflection by choosing a
threshold. The values that were higher than the threshold
corresponds to question-inflection. All frames between
start-time and end-time of ground-truth question bound-
ary were used as question-inflection points for the DET
analysis. For each of the chosen threshold, we get a prob-
ability of false detection, P f a and probability of missing
a true question-inflection, Pmiss. Figure 11 shows the
detection error trade-off (DET) curve and the equal error
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rate (EER), where Pmiss = P f a. The EER value comes
out to be 12.31%. The DET and EER analysis supported
the hypothesis that pitch was a robust feature for detect-
ing the question-inflection. Table 8 shows the results on
evaluation datasets.
7. Conclusions
This paper is a first step towards leveraging speech
technology for extracting behavioral characteristics in
small-group conversations such as PLTL sessions. Pro-
posed methods were evaluated on CRSS-PLTL cor-
pus. However, these algorithms can be extended to
other similar applications such as small-group meet-
ings/conversations.
We established the CRSS-PLTL corpus that contains
audio recording of five Peer-Led Team Learning (PLTL)
team. Each team has six to eight students and a peer
leader. This corpus provides an opportunity for research-
ing speaker diarization and behavioral signal processing
for multi-stream data collected in naturalistic scenarios.
We used robust front-end for speech activity detection
(SAD) and speaker diarization. Speech segments from
all speaker were later processed with behavioral speech
processing block that incorporate several acoustic analy-
ses. Speech algorithms extract features capturing the be-
havioral characteristics such as participation, dominance,
emphasis, curiosity and engagement. Results obtained
on CRSS-PLTL corpus using proposed techniques are en-
couraging and motivate use of behavioral speech process-
ing for understanding practical problems in education,
human-to-human communication and small-group con-
versations.
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